
WAS HAIG A BUTCHER OR WAR

Free Essay: Assessment- Interpretations of Haig (The battle of the Sommes was a notorious event that occurred in the
time frame of World War I.

This was not an emotion he felt. But the idea that he wilfully and knowingly sent tens of thousands of Allied
soldiers to their deaths is overly simplistic and fails to acknowledge the severe challenges facing a commander
in charge of an inexperienced mass army, on a scale unlike anything seen before. For students of military
history, the question of what makes great commanders is inexhaustibly fascinating. After a service in
Westminster Abbey one of the first such occasions broadcast by the BBC , the coffin was carried to Edinburgh
and lay in state in the High Kirk of St Giles, "where the queue to pass the coffin stretched for a mile, despite
driving sleet". Was Haig a Butcher or War Winner? Hannibal, daring. This, instead of providing them all the
materials they needed, only slowed them down, making them worthless walking targets for the Germans to
shoot down. The writer Duff Cooper had wrote a book about General Haig with his family name being the title
in  He wanted to fight another battle, very much like the Somme, only bigger, and on terrain that was even less
well suited for the offensive. Haig thought that the Germans had already had plenty of "wearing out", that a
decisive victory was possible in and urged Robertson 9 Jan to recruit more cavalry. Also, she lacked
originality, as the source mentioned quoted the works of Gary Sheffield, and he might also be biased. So the
tide turned, and with Haig still commanding the BEF, the Allies pushed the Germans back and forced first a
cease-fire and then the fatally flawed Treaty of Versailles. Haig again told him that French should have been
sacked in August  In these documents, these people have described Haig as being very horrible, inexperienced,
and pointed out explicitly his stupidity. Nothing, the thinking went, was worth another Somme. Still, at the
other extreme, one can argue persuasively that Haig did not merely fail to achieve his stated objectives in the
great battles of the Somme and Ypres. But Douglas Haig may be the great exception to this rule. Joffre was
not pleased and called another conference 11 July to urge a British attack on Loos. Which he did, with a kind
of transcendent stubbornness, for another four months, until winter weather forced an end to the campaign, if
not the fighting. She also said that heavy casualties were inevitable, which would be quite true. Gary Mead, in
the best and fairest biography of Haig that I have read, calls him "enigmatic"; and this is perhaps a just
assessment.


